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Synthetic Metal Containing PolymersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The development of the field of synthetic metal-containing polymers - where metal atoms form an integral part of the main chain or side group structure of a polymer - aims to create new materials which combine the processability of organic polymers with the physical or chemical characteristics associated with the metallic element or complex. This...
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Algorithms in Modern Mathematics and Computer Science: Proceedings, UrgenchSpringer, 1981

	Some TIME ago a group of mathematicians and computer scientists (including the editors
	of this volume) thought of making a scientific pilgrimage to the birthplace of al-Khw&rizmf,
	the outstanding ninth-century mathematician who gave his name to the word "algorithm".
	As his name indicates, al-Khwarizmi came from the Khorezm...
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The Mathematical Foundation of InformaticsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002
The first international conference organized in Vietnam, which concerns theoretical computer science, was the ICOMIDC Symposium on Mathematics of Computation, held in Ho Chi Minh City in 1988. For the last years great developments have been made in this areas. Therefore, it had become necessary to organize in Vietnam another international...
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Human Ear Recognition by Computer (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2008

	Biometrics deals with recognition of individuals based on their physiological or behavioral characteristics. The human ear is a new feature in biometrics that has several merits over the more common face, fingerprint and iris biometrics. Unlike the fingerprint and iris, it can be easily captured from a distance without a fully cooperative...
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Mathematical Principles of Optical Fiber Communication (CBMS-NSF Regional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2004
With the maturing of mobile portable telephony and the emerging broadband access market, greater fiber transmission capacity will be essential in the early 21st century. Since the demand for more capacity drives the development of new optics-based technologies, fiber optics therefore remains a vibrant area for research. Mathematical Principles of...
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Astrophysical LasersOxford University Press, 2009
`A book of great educational value for graduate students and professional astronomers.          '  Professor Dame Carole Jordan, University of Oxford     

       Progress in modern radio astronomy led to the discovery of space masers in the microwave range, and it became a powerful tool for studies of interstellar star-forming molecular...
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Patterns for e-businessMC Press, 2001
Get an inside look at how successful businesses build their e-business architectures. In this book, four IBM e-business experts capture years of experience into easy-to-follow guidelines. Deliberately focusing on Business patterns, Integration patterns, and Application patterns, the authors share with you proven architectural patterns that can help...
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Visual Effects in A Digital World: A Comprehensive Glossary of over 7,000 Visual Effects TermsMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
"Extensive, exhaustive, complete...Half the terms I didn't know! Every studio exec, director, producer, student and journalist should read this book cover to cover!"
Scott Ross, Co-Founder/CEO, Digital Domain 

"An indispensable tool for anyone working in the visual effects medium today." 
Marty Cohen, Post...
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Innovation in Information TechnologyNational Academy Press, 2003
The health of the computer science field and related disciplines has
been an enduring concern of the National Research Council’s Computer  cience and Telecommunications Board (CSTB). From its first reports in the late 1980s, CSTB has examined the nature, conduct, scope, and directions of the research that drives innovation in...
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The Accredited Symbian Developer Primer: Fundamentals of Symbian OS (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This new book, first in the Academy series, is the official guide to the ASD exam, priming candidates for the exam, explaining exactly what they need to know.
    The Primer explains the knowledge tested in the Accredited Symbian Developer exam, identifying and explaining the topics examined. Each of the exam's objectives is succinctly...
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104 Number Theory Problems: From the Training of the USA IMO TeamBirkhauser, 2006
This challenging problem book by renowned US Olympiad coaches, mathematics teachers, and researchers develops a multitude of problem-solving skills needed to excel in mathematical contests and research in number theory. Offering inspiration and intellectual delight, the problems throughout the book encourage students to express their ideas,...
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Selected Readings on Telecommunication and Networking (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Education and research in the field of telecommunications and networking can prove problematic without the proper resources and tools on the most relevant issues, trends, and advancements.
    Selected Readings on Telecommunications and Networking supplements course instruction and student research with quality chapters focused...
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